Barry Fox
Coastal Cup #7 - Lake Cowichan - Final Results
First the big thanks to Stan for leading this, Lawrie for doing the paperwork with the City and to
Graham for bringing the mark setting boat and doing that work.
Pretty good #1 winds all day. A bit softer in the morning but we moved around the corner on the dock
for the afternoon and boy did we have some good winds over there.
16 races that were just about all 2 1/2 lappers so lots of time to make back some good gains or . . .
screw up badly and get spit out the back.
One more to go!!!
Probably some good photos and videos from the "mighty hat" in the next days.
I'll do up the series standings by tomorrow and post those but here are the results from today.
So, in addition, Lawrie did the PRO work today as well so the results are courtesy of his effort. That's
a long walk down a bumpy trail with a walker so even more props to him for all that. When I post the
overall results I'll try to put them here first but Facebook may decide to manage that part of my life for
me!!!
Great to see a good contingent over from the mainland in addition to our Islander folks (various
islands at that).
Good to see Art getting more time in with his boat and it just continues to get better. Really good to
see Dan up from the southern tip. Only his second time our this year with his IOM since Beaver Lake
weeded up so much like starting all over again. But going better as the day wore on.
For those who found a reason to not come out - well, you missed a very good sail day in conditions
that forced you to learn more about your boat and your skills. An opportunity lost. A bit of a walk up
and down the path but once onthe dock this place is just hard to beat.

